Korean bingsu machine is the most advanced snow maker
that is improved over the conventional products.

Stable cooling performance snow maker
The core of snow maker is the cooling technology. As a cooler specialist, we
create stable products with outstanding technology and know-how.

Beautiful and soft snow ice production
At the moment to turn it on, cooled to -35 degrees Celsius, drum makes
beautiful and soft ice flakes.
Equipped with controller, you can produce various typed ice flakes with a variety
of materials.

Easy and hygienic management
In case of using milk, remaining residue is easily decayed. As a open structure,
our product is much quicker and more hygienic cleaning in comparison to other
products.

Super-low temperature flash cooling system with -35 degrees
Celsius.
Even in the standby mode, at the moment of switch's on, temperature is falling
to -35 degrees Celsius in a moment and ice flakes are produced in 10
seconds. So it's possible to respond against the order immediately without
making it in advance.

Equipped with electronic control and sensor, auto-stop function when stop the
raw material feeding, auto-break function for product protection, manufacturing
function by distinguishing water or milk are controlled on its own.

FEATURES
Since milk is decayed easily, if not properly cleaned, it can cause big
problems. Completely open-structured our product is possible that it's cleaned
fast in every corner.
Our product is treated with a thick exterior of 50 mm in comparison to other
products that are treated with simple steel exterior and also it functions both
heating and cooling along with durability in side by filling foaming resin that is
used into the refrigerator.

Various Recipe
Configured with simple menu, touch panel is various recipes by mixing milk and
water or using blended basis and natural materials such as various fruits.

Being equipped with water filters protects products and allows to provide clean
ice.

3 step-water filter prevents scale filling with cooling body of the product

and produces clean ice when the water is frozen and creating snow ice.

You can make delicious shaved ice with savory milk and sweet red-beans. You
can also enjoy the taste of milk shaved-ice to finish that it's not melting easily.

The Korean franchise companies who adopted our bingsu machine

Specification
MODEL

BSK-S602

NV 30

PICTURE

SIZE

430*450*520

500*600*1400

WEIGHT

60KG

90KG

POWER

220V/50-60HZ, 1500W

220V/50-60HZ, 1800W

CAPACITY

220KG/DAY

300KG/DAY

CONTROL

DRUM SPEED CONTROL BUTTON

VARIOUS FUCTION PANNEL

THIRD PARTY SUPPORT AVAILABLE

THIRD PARTY SUPPORT AVAILABLE

IN SOUTH EAST COUNTRIES

IN SOUTH EAST COUNTRIES

FORM AK C/O

FORM AK C/O

AFTER SERVICE
C/O

MACRO TRADE
37 GIL 6, CHILSUNGNAM-RO,
BUK-GU, DAEGU, KOREA
TEL : +82 53 426 8898
FAX : +82 53 426 8908
E-MAIL : daumtalltree@hanmail.net

